

_________ (1969) Family therapy. GAIPAC II/2, 67-75. A session of family therapy where communications has improved.

_________ (1970) No title. GAIPAC III/1, 27-28. Instead of considering that transference is something which develops en the couple group, de Maré has the contrary impression that transference within the marriage is being “de-transferred”, socialized and humanized.


_________ (1972) Large group psychotherapy. A suggested technique. GAIPAC V/5, 106-108.


De Maré, P. (1987) Answer of PdM to Anne (letter to be identified) about the Large Group Section.


(1989). The history of large group phenomena in relation to group analytic psychotherapy: the story of the median group. Group, 13, 3 & 4, Fall/Winter, 173-197. Bilingual English-Castilian version published in 1988 by Plexus editor(e)s, Barcelona, on the occasion of Pat de Maré visit first to Barcelona where he dedicated two days to leading a large group, and then during the annual Symposium of the SEPTG (Spanish Society of Group Psychotherapy and Techniques) in Pamplona that same year where he also lead the large group. Specific reference to the median group (about 20 members), its history, condensation and initiation in de Maré’s thinking. A must in reading.


2000 Group Analysis. The Journal of Group-Analytic Psychotherapy, Volume 33, Number 1, March 2000 dedicates this special issue to Patrick de Maré with the contributions of seventeen colleagues.


**ADDENDUM**

Beaumont, B. (1935). *The technique of group work. Society for Creative Psychology.* London: The Favil Press Ltd. This is a very important document published in 1935 (!) about a group experience in which Pat de Maré participated and, also, Heinz Woolf, both of them founding members of the Group Analytic Society (London).

This article is translated into Castilian by Juan Campos and published in 1991 in a Monography of the SEPTG (Spanish Society of Group Psychotherapy and Techniques) on “Therapeutic Community and/or Therapy of the Community” (197 pp) on the occasion of the annual Symposium of this society in relation to this subject. It forms part of the chapter on the “Written history of therapeutic communities...” that introduces the experience of, Northfield, Henderson Hospital, Tom Main, Maxwell Jones and Trigant Burrow.

Campos, Hanne (1986) Group theories as the con-text of group psychotherapy in particular and group work in general. Sub-plenary paper presented at the 9th International Congress of Group Psychotherapy, Zagreb, 1986. This paper refers to Pat de Maré’s scheme of three cultures. Pat, who also makes use of Lacan’s contributions, appreciated this paper a great deal. Malcolm Pines commented that through this paper that he now understood more what Pat was trying to convey. In case it could be useful to others in understanding Pat de Maré it is included here. There is a translation into Castilian.

De Maré, P. The various schemes and commentaries of the three cultures are to be included here.